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established in the Commission’s public
notice for this proceeding, or you may
address them to the Federal
Communications Commission, Wireline
Competition Bureau, Competition
Policy Division, Washington, DC 20554,
and include in your comments a
reference to the § 63.71 Application of
(carrier’s name). Comments should
include specific information about the
impact of this proposed discontinuance
(or reduction or impairment) upon you
or your company, including any
inability to acquire reasonable substitute
service.
(2) For applications to discontinue,
reduce, or impair a legacy data service
operating at speeds lower than 1.544
Mbps that has been grandfathered for a
period of no less than 180 days, in order
to be eligible for automatic grant under
paragraph (k)(4) of this section, an
applicant must include in its
application a statement confirming that
it received Commission authority to
grandfather the service at issue at least
180 days prior to filing the current
application.
(3) An application filed by any carrier
seeking to grandfather legacy voice or
data service operating at speeds lower
than 1.544 Mbps for existing customers
shall be automatically granted on the
25th day after its filing with the
Commission without any Commission
notification to the applicant unless the
Commission has notified the applicant
that the grant will not be automatically
effective.
(4) An application filed by any carrier
seeking to discontinue, reduce, or
impair a legacy data service operating at
speeds lower than 1.544 Mbps that has
been grandfathered for 180 days or more
preceding the filing of the application,
shall be automatically granted on the
31st day after its filing with the
Commission without any Commission
notification to the applicant, unless the
Commission has notified the applicant
that the grant will not be automatically
effective.
(5) An application seeking to
discontinue, reduce, or impair a legacy
voice or data service operating at speeds
lower than 1.544 Mbps for which the
requesting carrier has had no customers
and no reasonable requests for service
during the 30-day period immediately
preceding the filing of the application,
shall be automatically granted on the
15th day after its filing with the
Commission without any Commission
notification to the applicant, unless the
Commission has notified the applicant
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that the grant will not be automatically
effective.
[FR Doc. 2017–27198 Filed 12–27–17; 8:45 am]
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ACTION:

The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) is correcting an
announcement of effective date for a
final rule that appeared in the Federal
Register on December 18, 2017. In the
last sentence of the Supplementary
Information section of that document,
the stated effective date of January 8,
2017 should have been January 8, 2018.
Effective January 8, 2018.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Diana Sokolow, Policy Division, Media
Bureau, at (202) 418–2120, or email:
diana.sokolow@fcc.gov.
In FR Doc.
2017–27197 appearing on page 59987 of
the Federal Register on Monday,
December 18, 2017, the last sentence of
the ‘‘Supplementary Information’’
section is corrected to read as follows:
‘‘Because we received OMB approval
for the non-substantive change request
in advance of the effective date for the
rule changes that did not require OMB
approval, all of the rule changes
contained in the Commission’s Order,
FCC 17–137, will share the same
effective date of January 8, 2018.’’

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Federal Communications Commission.
Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary.
[FR Doc. 2017–27981 Filed 12–27–17; 8:45 am]
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DoD is making technical
amendments to the Defense Federal
Acquisition Regulation Supplement
(DFARS) to provide needed editorial
changes.

SUMMARY:

Final rule; correction.

SUMMARY:

DATES:

Defense Acquisition
Regulations System, Department of
Defense (DoD).
ACTION: Final rule.

Effective December 28, 2017.
Ms.
Jennifer L. Hawes, Defense Acquisition
Regulations System,
OUSD(AT&L)DPAP(DARS), Room
3B941, 3060 Defense Pentagon,
Washington, DC 20301–3060.
Telephone 571–372–6115; facsimile
571–372–6094.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This final
rule amends the DFARS as follows—
1. Corrects the title of DFARS clause
252.204–7009 at 204.7304(b) and
212.301(f)(ii)(B) to add the missing
words ‘‘Reported Cyber Incident’’ to the
clause title.
2. Revises the following DFARS
sections to reflect updated references
and cite the applicable volumes of DoD
Manual 4140.01, which replaced DoD
4140.1–R. The updated references are
cited at: DFARS 211.275–2(a)(1),
217.7001(b), 217.7002(b), 217.7003(a),
217.7506, 217.7601(b), 239.7001,
242.1105(1)(i), and 252.211–
7006(b)(1)(i).
3. Corrects cross references at DFARS
218.271(d), 225.7501(a)(2)(i), 227.7103–
10(a)(1), 237.102–75, and 252.247–7020
introductory text.
4. Provides guidance at DFARS
219.705–4(d) that contracting officers
may use the checklist at DFARS
Procedures, Guidance, and Information
(PGI) 219.705–4 when reviewing
subcontracting plans, and to see PGI
219.705–6(f) for guidance on reviewing
subcontracting reports.
5. Revises DFARS 222.406–9(c)(3) to
state that the Department of Labor will
retain withheld funds pending
completion of an investigation or other
administrative proceedings in lieu of the
Comptroller General. On November 25,
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